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Thus most of the public sector banks came out with Voluntary Retirement Schemes VRS to heave off the
future burden on their exchequer. It is this fact that has made ECS unattractive among the customers. However
ATM services have their own challenges to contend with. However this type of banking has some peculiar
problems. According to a recent study India has over million savings bank accounts. Suggested Citation
Anushriya Bhargava,  Nsouli, Saleh M. Historically Indians have enjoyed doing Banking the personal way i.
Information leak due to easy accessibility of a mobile handset. However to make full use of this technology so
that all the interested parties viz; customers, banks and businesses benefit the maximum from it, the paper tries
to give certain suggestions to all the concerned as below. It becomes difficult to have instructions displayed in
multiple languages. While the one ensured conversion of processes from manual to auto mode, the other
ensured it reached everyone concerned with the activity ; be it the bank, customer or a third party as seller.
However the old public sector banks found it very difficult to convince their customers on the benefits of this
initiative. While there are challenges of Infrastructure, Security, Awareness, Literacy plaguing it, it is
undoubtedly the best alternative to traditional branch banking. Conclusion E-Commerce especially E-Banking
is here to stay. However this technology still needs a lot of improvement because of the following challenges.
While educating customers formally was a formidable option banks resorted to incentives like a free debit cum
atm card, Free Net Banking, Monthly Statement of accounts on E- Mail, No charges on ECS etc to divert
customers to these alternate channels of banking. Kamath, K. Provision of e-services to all in the country
through improved online infrastructure and internet penetration and connectivity lies at the heart of this
Campaign. It also results not only in more footfalls at branches but contributes to customer dissatisfaction 3. It
suggests ways to penetrate the inner lands of India and discusses the advantages to be derived from the same.
However they had to do away with lot of their reserves for this, resulting in the fall of profitability. But given
the possibility of multiple accounts for an Individual It is estimated that over million customers exist for
Indian Banks today. In the given scenario, this paper aims to briefly trace the evolution of e-banking in India,
its current status, and future opportunities and challenges, in the wake of Digital India and demonetisation,
particularly. Also a four digit code with just permutations is not so tough to crack especially with modern
devices. Since the machines are loaded with catch they are easy targets without proper protection. Since most
of the people buy instruments within their budgets, there is a severe constraint on the part of service providers
in terms of features being offered in these handsets 3. While it is a huge cost saving for Banks except initial
investments, the customer remains wary of embracing the same wholeheartedly. M of India in July , a
propensity to move towards digitalisation at a faster pace, and in an efficient and inclusive manner has been
observed among all. Lack of availability of a Reliable Network by the Mobile service provider in the Area b.
The disputes are very difficult to settle. Apart from these there is always a danger of Apps on a smart phone,
which regularly access information stored in the mobile, stealing some important data Electronic fund Transfer
One of the most useful applications of E-Banking, this feature has immensely helped the Businesses. S,
Kuppuswamy, P. The plastic money thus made inroads into Indian economy especially luring the young,
middle class, literate, urban crowd. Our Literacy levels are not so high. These include services like cheque
book request, password reset, DD request etc. M, Shenoy, P. However humans unlike machines are subject to
fatigue and mood swings. Not one sector has been left untouched by this technological revolution. Illiteracy :
Unlike in the use of mobile phones banking requires an awareness about processes, rules and regulations.
Hence the obligation is on the Government to Encourage E- Banking and also making it mandatory in certain
cases if necessary through Legislation. But each of these services have their own set of Challenges.


